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AbstractThe Internet is evolving from an infrastructure that provides basic communication services into amore sophisticated infrastructure that supports a wide range of electronic services such as virtualreality games and rich multimedia retrieval services. However, this evolution is happening onlyslowly, in part because the communication infrastructure is too rigid. In this report, we presenta programmable router architecture, in which the control plane functionality of the router can beextended dynamically through the use of delegates. Delegates can control the behavior of the routerthrough a well de�ned router control interface, allowing service providers and third-party softwarevendors to implement customized tra�c control policies or protocols. We describe Darwin, a systemthat implements such an architecture. We emphasize the runtime environment the system providesfor delegate execution and the programming interface the system exports to support delegates. Wedemonstrate the advantages of using this system by presenting several delegate examples.
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1 IntroductionThe Internet has evolved from a basic bitway pipe to a more sophisticated infrastructure thatsupports electronic services. The services today are fairly primitive and are typically related tocollecting information over the Web. Richer services such as high-quality videoconferencing, virtualreality games, and distributed simulation have been promised. Progress is slow in part becausethe infrastructure is inexible. Routers are closed boxes that execute a restricted set of vendorsoftware. Compute and storage servers are typically dedicated to support one type of service. Analternate architecture is to have an open infrastructure in which speci�c services can be installedand instantiated on demand, much like what we do on a PC today. One of the advantages of thisapproach is that it allows a larger community of people to develop services, which spurs innovation.We use some examples to motivate this approach.The �rst class of examples addresses the customization of tra�c control and management.Today, the range of tra�c management options is fairly limited. While switches and routers in-creasingly have some support for classi�cation and scheduling, these capabilities are often only usedin simple ways, such as to �lter out certain types of tra�c, to do some simple prioritization of ows,or to implement standardized QoS mechanisms such as di�erentiated services. One could envisionthat users could employ these mechanisms to handle their tra�c in speci�c ways. For example, oneservice provider could implement gold/silver/bronze service di�erentiation in a proprietary way,while another service provider implements communication services with stronger guarantees. Simi-larly, one could envision deploying a virtual private network(VPN) service, in which VPNs can usedi�erent tra�c control policies or control protocols.The second class of examples consists of value-added services, that is, services that requirenot only communication, but also data processing and access to storage. Examples include video-conferencing with video transcoding and mixing support, customized Web searching services, andapplication-speci�c multicast. While it is possible to deliver these services using a set of dedicatedservers, it would be more e�cient if services could deployed dynamically on servers leased on an asneeded basis. This would allow the service to adapt to the demands and locations of the customers.Value-added services can also bene�t from customized tra�c management support. For example,a virtual reality game service provider may want to handle control, audio, and video tra�c owsin di�erent ways. This may require customized tra�c control policies on the router.As long as routers are closed boxes that are shipped with a set of standard protocols, it is unlikelythat these examples will be realized. The above examples can best be supported by a programmablenetwork infrastructure. Such a network will allow computing, storage, and communication resourcesto be allocated and programmed to deliver a speci�c service. Standards (e.g., ODBC, POSIX)exist to use storage servers (Web, �le systems, databases) and compute servers. Routers (i.e.,communicatin servers), however, are not programmable today. In this report we present a routerarchitecture in which the control plane functionality of the router can be extended using delegates,code segments that implement customized tra�c control policies or protocols. Delegates can a�ecthow the router treats the packets belonging to a speci�c user through the router control interface(RCI). With this architecture, a broader community (e.g., third party software vendors or value-added service providers) can develop applications for routers.The remainder of the report is organized as follows. We �rst de�ne a network architecture inSection 2 in which network functions (e.g., QoS) can be selectively customized to meet the specialneeds of users. In Section 3, we describe Darwin, a speci�c instance of the above architecture.We focus on the runtime environment for delegates, code segments that can customize networkcontrol and management. In Section 4 we present some examples of how delegates can be appliedto address a variety of resource management and tra�c control problems, and we discuss security1
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issues raised by the use of delegates in Section 5. Finally, we present related work in Section 6 andconclude the report in Section 7.2 A Programmable Network ArchitectureWe �rst characterize the network programmability requirements and introduce the concept of adelegate. We then present a programmable network architecture that can support delegates.2.1 Network programmabilityWe can distinguish between two types of operations on data ows inside the network. The �rstclass involves manipulation of the data in the packets, such as video transcoding, compression,or encryption. Since most routers do not have signi�cant general-purpose processing power, thistype of processing will typically take place on compute servers (e.g., workstation clusters inside thenetwork infrastructure). In the future, these tasks could also be performed on routers that havebeen speci�cally built to also perform data processing, besides the usual routing functions. Thesecond class of operations on data ows changes how the data is forwarded but typically does notrequire processing or even looking at the body of packets. Examples include tunneling, rerouting,selective packet dropping, and changing the bandwidth allocation of a ow. The nature of theseoperations is such that they are best executed on routers or switches.We call the code segments that perform these tasks delegates since they represent the ownerof the data ows inside the network. Data delegates perform data processing operations andexecute on compute servers or specially designed routers. Control delegates execute on routersand are involved in the control of data ows. This simple classi�cation of delegates is somewhatarti�cial since some delegates may fall in between these two classes. For example, a delegate thatis concerned with control may need to look at the packet body to decide how to handle packets.Similarly, a \mostly control" delegate may on rare occasions have to modify a packet. Nevertheless,the distinction is useful because the two classes of delegates impose very di�erent requirements onthe system on which they run. Control delegates require an environment that provides a rich setof mechanisms to control data ows, while data delegates must run on a platform with substantialcomputational power.While nobody is likely to argue against the use of data delegates on compute servers for dataprocessing, the need for control delegates is less obvious. One could imagine routers with �xedfunctionality, similar to today's routers, where users can control how their tra�c ows are han-dled by passing parameters to the routers using a signalling protocol. The examples discussed inSection 1 provide some reasons that directly executing code (i.e., control delegates) on the routersmay be a more e�ective way to customize tra�c control and management. A �rst reason is thatcontrol delegates can respond much more quickly to changes in the tra�c conditions; it would takean entity at the edge of the network at least one and more likely several round-trip times before itcould �rst observe and then respond to a change in the network. Second, it seems impractical toidentify all possible user requirements a priori, so that they can be addressed by the default routersoftware; an architecture based on delegates is more exible and extensible. Finally, supportingcustomization by extending router functionality may often be a more natural and thus less error-prone solution. For example, if a service provider wants to use a routing protocol that is optimizedfor its tra�c, doing so from the edges of the network is likely to be unnecessarily complicated.2
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